SECTION A – FOUNDATIONS AND BASIC COMMITMENTS

POLICY REVIEW

2018

CHANGE LOG
1. COMBINE AA AND AAA. CHANGE CODE TO A1
2. CHANGE CODE FROM AAB TO A2
3. CHANGE CODE FROM AAC TO A3
4. ADD NEW AA
5. DELETE AB, WORDING IS IN NEW AC
6. DELETE ABA. REPLACE WITH NEW ACAA, ACAA-E(1), ACAA-E(2), AND ACAA-E(3)
7. CHANGE CODE FROM ABC TO ACB
8. CHANGE CODE FROM AC TO AE
9. DELETE ACA. PARTIAL REPEAT OF GBEJB
10. DELETE ACB. PARTIAL REPEAT OF GBEJB
11. DELETE ACC. PARTIAL REPEAT OF GBEJB
12. DELETE ACD. REPEAT OF KDG
13. ADD NEW AD
14. CHANGE CODE FROM ADA TO ABAC
15. CHANGE CODE FROM ADB TO ABAB AND USE NEW ABAB WORDING
16. CHANGE CODE FROM ADC TO ABA
17. DELETE ADD. PARTIAL REPEAT OF NEW ABAB
18. CHANGE CODE FROM ADE TO ABAA
19. CHANGE CODE FROM AEA TO AGA
20. DELETE AEB. REPLACE WITH NEW AC, AC-E(1), AC-E(2), AND AC-E(3)
21. DELETE AEC. WORDING IS IN NEW AC
22. ADD NEW AC, AC-E(1), AC-E(2), AND AC-E(3)
23. AH, AH-E(1), and AH-E(2) ARE ALREADY BEING REVIEWED.

AS YOU PROCEED THROUGH THIS DOCUMENT, THE CURRENT POLICY IS ON THE LEFT AND THE NEW POLICY IS ON THE RIGHT.